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C all for P apers
Experts in testing and simulation from the aerospace, automotive, railroad and electrical energy
industry and universities and research institutes meet each year in Wildau (near Berlin) at the
international InnoTesting conference since 2012.
The 7th InnoTesting in 2018 will focus on the opportunities and risks of digitalization. The workshop
“Vibration and Shock-Testing“ organized by the GUS - Society for Environmental Simulation is
again integrated in the event (GUS workshop in German language).
Would you like to contribute a presentation in one of the InnoTesting workshop sessions (English)?
Engineering issues as well as economic or legal topics are welcome. The conference offers a
forum for academic discussions as well as best-practice case studies from the business world. The
audience will be most interested in discussions about the following subjects:


the “internet of things” (Industry 4.0) and its consequences for testing,



efficient use of smart sensors,



principles of test-friendly design,



theory, modern software tools and training in testing,



economic benefits of innovative test and simulation methods.

To join our team of distinguished speakers please submit an abstract for a presentation. It should
consist of about 250 words and include: title of your paper, name(s), affiliation and address of
author(s) including phone and e-mail. Presentations will be 20 minutes plus 10 minutes for
discussion. Please submit your proposal until January 12, 2018 at the latest.
All authors of abstracts are notified of admittance or rejection of their proposal until January 23,
2018. Please send your abstract via e-mail mentioning “InnoTesting Conference” in the reference
line to biermann@wit-wildau.de. For more information visit our conference website:
www.innotesting.com
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